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Abstract

Superionic  lithium conductivity  has  only  been  discovered  in  a  few classes  of  materials,

mostly found in thiophosphates and rarely in oxides. Herein, we reveal that corner-sharing

connectivity  of  the  oxide  crystal  structure  framework  promotes  superionic  conductivity

which  we  rationalize  from  their  distorted  lithium  environment  and  reduced  interaction

between lithium and non-Li cations. By performing a high-throughput search for materials

with this feature, we discover 10 novel oxide frameworks predicted to exhibit superionic

conductivity—from  which  we  experimentally  demonstrate  LiGa(SeO3)2 with  a  bulk  ionic

conductivity  of  0.11 mS/cm and activation energy of  0.17 eV.  Our findings provide new

insight  into  the  factors  that  govern  fast  lithium  mobility  in  oxide  materials  and  will

accelerate the development of novel oxide electrolytes for all solid-state batteries.
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All-solid-state  batteries  are  increasingly  attracting  attention  as  next-generation  energy

storage devices for application in consumer electronics and electric vehicles1. The all-solid-

state design replaces the flammable organic liquid electrolyte in conventional batteries with

an inorganic solid electrolyte and enables the use of high-energy electrodes, resulting in

enhanced  safety  and  high  energy  density2.  A  critical  factor  for  the  realization  of  such

batteries  is  the development  of  solid  electrolytes  (SEs)  with high ionic  conductivity  and

excellent  electrochemical  stability  against  both  a  lithium-metal  anode  and  high-voltage

cathodes3. While high ionic conductivity obviously reduces cell impedance and may increase

the active materials loading in the cathode composite4, it has recently also been shown to

reduce the build-up of mechanical stress in the lithium metal anode5.

Several sulfide-based inorganic solid electrolytes, such as Li10GeP2S10 (LGPS)6, L7P3S11
7, and Li

argyrodites8 exhibit high lithium ionic conductivity (>10 mS/cm) exceeding that of liquid

electrolytes6,7,9. However, the limited chemical and electrochemical stability of the sulfides10-

13 and their possible H2S release upon air or water exposure14,15 are potential safety concerns

for both manufacturing and applications. In contrast, many oxide SEs have shown excellent

air and electrochemical  stability11,  but their ionic conductivities are generally  lower than

those  of  sulfide  SEs16.  Thus  far,  only  a  few  oxide  SEs  (e.g.,  Na  superionic  conductor

(NASICON)-type  Li-oxides17,  Li-garnets18,  and Li-perovskites19)  have  been discovered with

room-temperature (RT) ionic conductivities (σ RT ¿ on the order of 0.1–1 mS/cm.

Discovery of new fast Li-ion conductors could be accelerated if the structural and chemical

features  that  govern  facile  lithium  movement  could  be  identified.  In  sulfides,  finding

superionic  conductors  has  focused on  crystal  structures  that  provide  a  low-barrier  ionic

pathway  between  nearly  energy-equivalent  sites20 .   This  has  led  to  the  principle  that

materials with a body-centered-cubic (bcc) arrangement of anions are more desirable than

close-packed  structures,  as  this  bcc  arrangement  allows  for  Li  migration  through  face-

sharing tetrahedral sites with low activation energy. This feature has been observed in the
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best-performing sulfide ionic conductors such as L7P3S11, LGPS and its derivatives, and was

used in the design of a novel class of solid electrolytes Li1+xZn1−xPS4
21,22.

The guidelines for finding good sulfide Li-ion conductors do not seem as applicable to oxide

materials. The hypothetical oxide derivative of LGPS, Li10GeP2O10, is predicted to exhibit ionic

conductivity that is two orders of magnitude lower than that of LGPS23 and has never been

synthesized. Similar observations of lower ionic conductivity in oxides than sulfides have

been made for LISICONs versus thio-LISICON conductors24. The lower ionic conductivity of

oxides is primarily attributed to the weaker screening ability of the oxygen anion relative to

that of the sulfur anion, and this difference in screening power likely gives the arrangement

of the non-lithium cations a larger influence on the lithium mobility in oxides than it does in

sulfides4,25. While it is the near-sightedness of the cation electrostatics in sulfides that leads

to  the  focus  on  the  anion  coordination  for  conductivity  optimization,  oxides  require  a

different conceptual  framework as the oxygen anion cannot  effectively screen away the

interaction with the other cations. The lack of design principles for superionic conductors has

led to a much lower success rate in finding new oxide conductors in computational screening

efforts than has been the case for sulfides26-31 .

In  this  work, we identify  a corner-sharing framework as a structural  feature common to

many oxide superionic conductors. By using this feature as a descriptor in high-throughput

computational  screening,  we  identify  10  novel  oxide  structural  frameworks  that  are

predicted  to  exhibit  superionic  conductivity.  The  concept  is  experimentally  validated  in

LiGa(SeO3)2, a new oxide conductor which shows very high bulk ionic conductivity of 0.11

mS/cm. Our findings suggest that corner sharing in the framework provides access to a

highly  distorted  lithium environment  and allows for  percolating pathways  through which

lithium can move with a low energy barrier, thereby explaining the origin of the fast lithium

diffusion in multiple known and predicted oxide superionic conductors.
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A structural commonality of lithium superionic conductors

A  typical  inorganic  Li-ion  conductor  has  a  crystal  structure  with  anions  serving  as  a

backbone hosting fast-moving lithium and immobile non-lithium cations. Figure 1 presents

the structures of three exemplary fast lithium-ion conductors with their non-lithium cation

sites  visualized  as  colored  polyhedrons.  Li1+xAlxTi2−x(PO4)3 represents  a  NASICON-type

superionic conductor with experimental σ RT of approximately 3 mS/cm at x=0.317,32. LiTa2PO8

is a superionic conductor with ionic conductivity of 1.6 mS/cm at RT33. Li1+xTa1−xZrxSiO5 has

been predicted to be a fast ionic conductor and was successfully synthesized recently34,35.

With sufficient excess lithium, its ionic conductivity is predicted to reach 6.1 mS/cm at RT.

We argue here that these fast oxide conductors, in addition to 10 other groups of oxide

conductors that were previously predicted to be fast conductors (see Supplementary Table

1), have important structural commonality and that this insight can be leveraged to find

other  fast  ionic  conductors.  The  non-lithium cation  polyhedrons  in  these  structures  are

interconnected by a corner-shared oxygen, and never share any common edges (O–O bond)

or  faces  (O–O–O  triangle),  as  shown  in  Fig.  1d-e.  For  example,  the  framework  of

Li1+xAlxTi2−x(PO4)3 consists  of  corner-shared Ti-octahedrons  and P-tetrahedrons.  To extract

this structural feature in a rigorous manner, we first define the “framework” of a compound

as  the  set  of  coordination  polyhedrons  of  immobile  cations  excluding lithium.  A corner-

sharing  (CS)  framework  is  defined  as  a  framework  in  which  its  polyhedrons  are

interconnected solely by one anion vertex or less (Fig. 1f–g). Using this definition of a CS

framework, we also include frameworks in which polyhedrons are isolated from one another

(e.g., the framework of LGPS or LISICON Li2+2xZn1-xSiO4 with x > 036,37 (Supplementary Figure

1)). A non-corner-sharing (non-CS) framework is then defined as a framework in which at

least one edge or face is shared among the framework polyhedrons (Fig. 1d–e). 
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Figure  1.  Crystal  structures  of  known  superionic  conductors  with  corner-sharing  (CS)
frameworks.  Structures  of  known  CS  superionic  conductors  are  shown  (a)–(c).  The  red  spheres
represent the oxygen atoms at the corner-sharing vertex. The lithium environments in each superionic
conductor  are  shown  below  each  framework.  CSM  values  corresponding  to  tetrahedral  (T)  and
octahedral  (O)  geometry  of  the  lithium environment  are  provided  for  both  the  lithium when  the
composition x is 0 (Pristine) and for the stuffed lithium compound when the composition x is larger
than 0 (Stuffed). Light blue, light violet, yellow, and blue polyhedrons represent Ti, P, Ta, and Si sites,
respectively. The face-sharing (d), edge-sharing (e), corner-sharing (f), and isolated (g) connectivity of
the framework are illustrated.  All  of  the polyhedrons  in  (d)–(g)  represent  the polyhedrons  of  non-
lithium cations. The bidirectional arrows in (e) and (f) indicate the unconstrained rotation directions of
the connected polyhedrons.

Screening novel superionic conductors with CS frameworks

The CS framework defined above can be used as a structural descriptor to discover other

potential Li superionic conductors. To demonstrate this, we perform a multi-step screening

process using the Materials Project38 inorganic crystal structure database starting from 8,572

compounds of quaternary lithium oxides. These are classified into 1,728 distinct structure

groups based on the geometry of the framework (anonymizing the  species of the non-Li
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cations)  using  a  structural  matching  algorithm39.  By  analyzing  the  connectivity  of

polyhedrons  in  these  groups,  637  groups  with  CS  frameworks  (2,822  compounds)  are

identified.  Compounds with a computed band gap below 2 eV or compounds containing

elements  unsuitable  for  solid  electrolytes  are  removed,  leaving  378  compounds  in  178

groups (see Supplementary Note 1 for details). Finally, only the compounds experimentally

reported  in  the  ICSD database40 are  selected  for  the  next  screening  step,  yielding  122

compounds in 56 distinct groups. 

At  the  final  screening  step,  one  candidate  per  structure  group  is  selected  for  further

investigation of its ionic conductivity using AIMD with a target σ RT  of 0.1 mS/cm or higher.

AIMD simulations are performed at 1000 K for 10 ps for each candidate. Considering that

excess lithium via subvalent doping of the stoichiometric phase is often required to achieve

high  conductivity  (Fig.  1a,  c  and  Supplementary  Table  2),  the  AIMD  simulations  are

performed  for  two  compositions  for  each  candidate:  the  pristine  structure  (denoted  as

Pristine)  and the structure with one excess Li-ion stuffed into the supercell  (denoted as

Stuffed). Details are provided in the Methods.
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Figure 2.  Screening for novel superionic conductors with a CS framework and
experimental  verification  of  novel  superionic  conductor  LiGa(SeO3)2.  (a)
Flowchart of the multi-step computational screening and (b) summary of calculated ionic
conductivities  of  56  materials  from  Step  6  of  (a).  The  horizontal  and  vertical  lines
represent  the  minimal  ionic  conductivities  at  1000  K  required  for  achieving  an
extrapolated 0.1 mS/cm at 300 K with correspondingly labeled activation energies. The
size of each square represents the average CSM value of each given group. The color
represents  the  classification  of  each  candidate  based  on  its  extrapolated  ionic
conductivity at 300 K. (c) X-ray diffraction pattern of LiGa(SeO3)2 with the SEM image of
the densified pellet.  (d)  Temperature-dependent  impedance plots  of  LiGa(SeO3)2.  The
plotted semicircle represents the bulk ionic conductivity. (e) Arrhenius plot of the bulk
ionic  conductivities  in  comparison  to  the  bulk  ionic  conductivities  of  other  oxide
superionic conductors.

In  Figure  2b,  the  AIMD  conductivity  at  1000  K  (σ 1000 K)  of  the  56  candidates  for  two

compositions, Pristine and Stuffed, are plotted. Assuming an Arrhenius relationship with 0.3

eV activation energy,  which is typical  for  well-known superionic conductors16,  a value of
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σ 1000 K  above 101 mS/cm is required to achieve more than 0.1 mS/cm at room temperature.

The minimal σ 1000 K for other values of the activation energy (ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 eV) can

be found from the vertical (for pristine) and horizontal  (for stuffed) solid lines. Only four

candidates exhibit negligible ionic conductivity in both the Pristine and Stuffed forms, and

eight CS frameworks already exhibit high σ 1000 Kexceeding 101 mS/cm in the Pristine form.

By stuffing a single Li-ion into the supercell, 22 additional CS frameworks can activate high

σ 1000 K  above 101 mS/cm. The orders-of-magnitude improvement of the conductivity upon Li-

stuffing cannot be attributed to the quantitative increase of the Li-ion carrier concentration

but rather indicates a qualitative change in the energy landscape. 

Li stuffing is expected to force lithium into high-energy sites and generate a local group of

nearby lithium atoms for which additional  Li–Li interaction energy is introduced.  Multiple

cases  where  excess  lithium stuffing to  the  stoichiometric  phase  drastically  reduces  the

activation energy and enhances the ionic conductivity have been reported (Supplementary

Table 2). For example, the activation energy of Li1+xTa1−xZrxSiO5
35 (Fig. 1c) decreases from

0.70 eV at the stoichiometric composition to 0.21 eV when the lithium content is increased

to x = 0.25. These observations indicate that achieving an optimal lithium concentration is

vital to activating fast lithium conduction in CS frameworks. Our sampling of both Pristine

and Stuffed compositions captures and corroborates such trends.

Among the 56 CS frameworks (Supplementary Table 3), we rediscover 12 frameworks29,31

that have been previously reported as lithium superionic conductors (Supplementary Table

1)  confirming  the  selection  criteria  of  our  screening  process.  Among  the  remaining  44

frameworks, 22 frameworks corresponding to the dark yellow region of Fig. 2b (above the

0.3-eV activation  line)  exhibit  a value of  σ 1000 Kgreater than 101.18 mS/cm in either the

Pristine or Stuffed composition. On these materials, fully converged multi-temperature AIMD

simulation  with appropriate  subvalent  dopants  to  introduce extra  Li  are performed.  This
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leads to 10 novel frameworks with conductivity over 0.1 mS/cm at 300 K as summarized in

Table 1. Detailed analysis of the 10 screened conductors is provided in Supplementary Fig.

2–11. Four frameworks with computed ionic conductivity of 0.001–0.1 mS/cm, as well as the

remaining frameworks are summarized in Supplementary Table 4. In total, 22 from the 56

frameworks are demonstrated to exhibit superionic conductivity at RT. The success rate of

39% in screening superionic conductors based on the CS framework largely surpasses that

of random selection26,27 and other screening studies31 and indicates that this framework is

indeed  a  critical  structural  feature  appearing  in  many  existing  and  potential  ionic

conductors.

Table 1. Summary of properties of 10 screened superionic conductors with a CS framework.
The pristine and target composition, extrapolated Li-ion conductivity of the target composition at 300
K (σ300 K), activation energy of the target composition (Ea), pristine and target energy above the hull
(Ehull), and dopant incorporation energy (Ed) are listed. The pristine and target compositions are the
same if no dopants are introduced. For conductivity and activation energy, estimation of their upper
and lower bounds (error bar) are included.

Materials
Project ID

ICSD
ID

Pristine
compositio

n

Target
composition 

σ 300 K
(mS/cm)

Ea

(eV)

Pristine
Ehull

(eV/atom)

Target
Ehull

(eV/atom)

Ed

(eV/
defect)

mp-
1198930

250868 LiGa(SeO3)2 LiGa(SeO3)2
0.212

(0.013, 3.57)
0.320 ±
0.070

0.0 0.0 N/A

mp-973966 422056 LiIn(IO3)4 LiIn(IO3)4
18.0

(3.57, 90.9)
0.155 ±
0.040

0.0 0.0 N/A

mp-559441 39761 LiTiPO5 Li1+1/16Ti1-1/16Ga1/16PO5
1.70

(0.098, 29.7)
0.212 ±
0.071

0.013 0.019 0.79

mp-14646 65025 Li2Mg2(SO4)3 Li2+1/4Mg2(S11/12P1/12O4)3
2.74

(0.145, 52.0)
0.232 ±
0.073

0.0 0.011 0.81

mp-552663 161499 LiScAs2O7 Li1+3/8Sc1-3/8Mg3/8As2O7
23.3

(4.26, 128)
0.177 ±
0.042

0.0 0.021 0.64

mp-
1020018

428002 Li5B(SO4)4 Li5+1/4B(S15/16P1/16O4)4
0.330

(0.0368, 4.90)
0.330 ±
0.061

0.008 0.023 1.56

mp-
1020022

248343 Li3B(PO4)2 Li3+1/8B(P15/16Si1/16O4)2

0.166
(0.00721,

3.83)

0.326 ±
0.078

0.014 0.028 1.63

mp-
1020015

192496 Li2B3PO8 Li2+1/8B3P7/8Si1/8O8

0.251
(0.00744,

8.44)

0.269 ±
0.087

0.0 0.015 1.67

mp-
1222376

260590 LiZnBO3 Li1+2/16Zn1-1/16BO3
0.605

(0.0104, 35.3)
0.220 ±
0.101

0.008 0.009 0.12

mp-556799 94355 Li3In(BO3)2 Li3+1/8In7/8Zn1/8(BO3)2
0.121

(0.0027, 5.33)
0.300 ±
0.094

0.004 0.009 0.50

Experimental validation of predicted superionic conductors

We pursued LiGa(SeO3)2 for experimental verification as it does not require excess Li-stuffing

to achieve high conductivity, and is  predicted to have a 3-dimensional diffusion channel

which is desirable in solid electrolytes to avoid channel-blocking issues by Li/cation anti-site
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defects41 in lower dimensional  channels.  In addition,  the compound has been previously

synthesized42 but  was  not  considered  as  a  lithium  ionic  conductor.  Using  a  solid-state

method, we successfully synthesized LiGa(SeO3)2 (see Methods). Figure 2c shows the X-ray

diffraction (XRD) pattern of the synthesized LiGa(SeO3)2, which agrees well with its reference

pattern except for some small impurity peaks. The pellet was densified using spark plasma

sintering  (Supplementary  Figure  12).  While  full  density  was  not  achieved,  the  scanning

electron microscope (SEM) image in the inset of Fig. 2c shows good connectivity between

particles in the densified matrix.

By analyzing the impedance response of a In/LiGa(SeO3)2/In Li-blocking cell, we obtained a

bulk ionic conductivity of 0.11 mS/cm at 25 oC, which is in excellent agreement with our

prediction of 0.21 mS/cm. The electronic conductivity measured at 25ºC in a DC polarization

experiment is at least 2 orders of magnitude lower than the ionic conductivity. LiGa(SeO3)2

also shows a remarkably low bulk activation energy of 0.17 eV, the lowest value among any

known oxide Li-ion conductors18,19,32,33,36 (Fig. 2d). See methods and Supplementary Figure

13-14 for electrochemical analysis. The high ionic conductivity and low activation energy of

LiGa(SeO3)2 validates our prediction that high ionic conductivity can be enabled by corner-

sharing frameworks, and encourages further investigation of the predicted materials. The

fact that the crystal  structure of LiGa(SeO3)2 has been experimentally known42 yet never

thought to exhibit superionic conductivity demonstrates the predictive power of our high-

throughput screening in expanding the currently limited list of oxide superionic conductors.

Origins of fast ionic conduction in CS frameworks: Distortion of Li sites

To reveal the physical origin of the high ionic conductivity in the CS frameworks, we take a

two-track strategy by systematically investigating both the individual  Li-site geometry as

well  as  their  relationship  with  the  framework.  We  compare  the  lithium  coordination

environments  in  2,822  compounds  with  CS frameworks  (637  groups)  to  those  in  5,750

compounds  with  non-CS  frameworks  (1,091  groups)  by  calculating  the  Continuous
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Symmetry Measure43 (CSM) where a minimum of 0 corresponds to a perfectly symmetric

coordination environment and the maximum of 66.7 corresponds to infinite elongation along

one direction44 (Supplementary Note 2).

Figure 3 compares the CSM values of octahedral and tetrahedral lithium environments in CS

and  non-CS  frameworks  including  both  occupied  and  unoccupied  lithium  sites  for  each

framework. We find that the CS frameworks generally provide a much wider range of degree

of  distortion  in  lithium  sites,  similar  to  our  observations  for  the  three  CS  superionic

conductors  in  Fig.  1.  The  CSM  values  of  tetrahedral  and  octahedral  sites  of  the  CS

frameworks are evenly distributed up to a value as high as 15, indicating that the Li-ions are

frequently  accessing  highly  distorted  environments.  However,  most  of  the  non-CS

frameworks have CSM values near 0, indicating a high propensity for a non-CS framework to

provide a highly symmetric environment. Therefore, our analysis indicates that symmetric

tetrahedral  and  octahedral  sites  are  much  less  frequently  provided  in  CS  frameworks.

Supplementary Fig. 15-16 provide details of the same set of data with the occupied and

unoccupied lithium sites separately analyzed, revealing the same trend. Details are provided

in the Methods section and Supplementary Note 3. 
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Figure  3.  Lithium  environment  in  oxide  materials  with  2,822  CS  and  5,750  non-CS
frameworks. The  octahedral  lithium  environment  for  CS  (a)  and  non-CS  frameworks  (b),  and
tetrahedral lithium environment for CS (c) and non-CS frameworks (d). The color intensities indicate
the  number  of  entries  that  are  populated  in  a  given  hexagon.  These  analyses  include  both  the
occupied and unoccupied lithium sites.

The high distortion of lithium sites in structures with a CS framework can be understood

from  the  geometry  of  the  framework  polyhedrons.  Although  lithium  can  accommodate

various extents of distortion, the non-Li polyhedrons that build up the framework are nearly

perfectly symmetric (Supplementary Fig. 17). This is attributed to the highly covalent nature

of  bonding  in  the  polyhedra  (PO4,  SiO4,  SO4)  or  the  lower  ionic  nature  of  non-Li  metal

polyhedrons  (Mg-octahedron,  Ta-octahedron,  Al-tetrahedron)  compared  to  lithium.  In

contrast,  the Li–O bond has a highly ionic nature because lithium’s low electronegativity

limits the degree of hybridization with the oxygen atom. Therefore, the equilibrium crystal

structures  prioritize  the  formation  of  perfectly  symmetric  framework  polyhedra  over  a

symmetric Li environment. Furthermore, the degree of freedom for the relative positioning

of two adjacent non-Li polyhedrons significantly increases as less oxygen anions are shared
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between them, as illustrated in Fig. 1d-g. The higher freedom in the arrangement of the

framework  polyhedrons  leads  to  a  more  irregular  geometry  of  its  interstitial  space,

explaining  why  CS  frameworks  tend  to  have  lithium  environments  with  notably  larger

distortion.  We  note  that  a  perfectly  symmetric  lithium  environment  is  not  necessarily

prohibited in a CS framework, as observed in the perfect tetrahedral lithium sites in corner-

sharing LISICON frameworks (Supplementary Fig. 1). Rather, the CS framework allows for a

wide  range  of  CSM  values,  which  includes  everything  from  perfect  to  highly  distorted

environments.
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The  distorted  lithium  sites  in  CS  frameworks  are  the  key  to  achieving  a  Li-ion  energy

landscape with low migration energy. Li-ions have higher energy in the distorted sites than

in  the  symmetric  ones.  Therefore,  migration  of  lithium  from  a  distorted  coordination

environment  within  a  CS  framework  results  in  a  reduction  of  its  activation  energy,  as

illustrated in Fig. 4a. To illustrate the effectiveness of lithium site distortion in enhancing the

ionic conductivity, we calculate the kinetically resolved activation energy45 (EKRA) for lithium

migration in model structures with different levels of distortion. EKRA is used to remove the

effect of site energy difference on the overall activation energy and solely probes the effect

of distortion of the initial site on the migration energy while being independent of the energy

state of the final site. To continuously sample a wide range of lithium environments,  we

trace a Bain path which is a distortion trajectory that connects a bcc anion lattice to an fcc

anion  lattice  and  evaluate  the  Li  migration  energy  for  different  polyhedral  volumes,  as

shown in Fig. 4b. This path enables us to continuously evaluate the effect of distortion on

the Li migration barrier, starting from a perfectly symmetric lithium environment in an fcc

anion framework and reaching highly distorted environments as larger strains are applied.

Details are provided in the Methods section.
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Figure 4. Effect of distorted lithium environment on the energy landscape. (a) The
distortion of the lithium environment leads to the destabilization of lithium sites and reduces
the  energy  gap  to  the  transition  state.  (b)  The  lithium  activation  in  a  wide  range  of
coordination  environments  is  evaluated  using  model  structures  along  the  path  of  Bain
transformation. The shaded triangular face is the bottleneck for lithium migration from its
initial site. The lithium and oxygen atoms are shown as green and red (beige if outside the
unit cell) circles, respectively. Calculated Li-ion kinetically resolved activation energies (EKRA)
in these model systems are shown for both octahedral (c) and tetrahedral (d) sites ranging
from CSM = 0 (perfect polyhedrons) to CSM = 4. Typical octahedral and tetrahedral volumes
from our lithium environment analysis explained in the Methods are shown in shades. 

Figure 4c-d shows the calculated EKRA as a function of polyhedral volume for a series of CSM

values  from  0  (perfect  polyhedrons)  to  CSM  =  4  (significant  distortion).  We  find  that

throughout  the  typical  volume ranges of  Li  polyhedrons,  EKRA decreases by  as  much as

several hundreds of meV with increasing distortion of the Li polyhedrons. Our calculations
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clearly demonstrate that distorting the lithium sites raise their site energies and reduce the

energy gap to the transition state, leading to higher ionic conductivity.  The effect of the

polyhedral volume on the migration barrier is more complicated with the barrier generally

increasing for a smaller polyhedron except for the most distorted polyhedron. The results

here align with our previous work20 and provide a different perspective on the low activation

barrier  in  materials  with  a  bcc  anion  lattice  where  the  tetrahedral  sites  are  naturally

distorted with a CSM value of 2.3 even for the perfect bcc geometry. Our analysis is also

aligned with recent work29,31,43 that notes the distortion of the anion lattice in superionic

conductors.

Origins of fast ionic conduction in CS frameworks: Reduced cation interactions 

We  now  demonstrate  that  the  arrangement  of  the  Li  sites  within  the  structure  of  CS

frameworks also promotes fast ionic motion. We define the polyhedral packing ratio as: α=

Volume of framework polyhedrons
Volume of unit−cell . Figure 5a shows that CS frameworks have a significantly

lower  polyhedral  packing  ratio  than  non-CS frameworks.  This  allows  a  large  fraction  of

lithium sites to be distant from non-Li cations and reduces the electrostatic repulsion from

them. Specifically, Figure 5b compares the likelihood of a lithium site being distant from any

non-Li cations. The site ratio β is defined as:  
Distant Li sites

Total available Li sites  where  Distant Li-sites

count the number of Li-sites that do not have any non-Li cations within the cutoff distance of

1.95 Å; for shorter distances than the cutoff, any lithium will form a face-sharing connection

with adjacent framework polyhedra (see Methods). The β ratio is significantly higher for the

CS framework, indicating that they have a much higher proportion of Li sites that are not

face-sharing  with  the  framework  polyhedrons  and  experience  reduced  electrostatic

interaction from the non-Li cations. 
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Figure  5.  Structural  features  of  CS  framework  and  their  RR-channels.  Comparison  of  the
polyhedral  packing  ratio  α  (a),  site  ratio  β  (b),  and  dimension  of  RR-channel  of  CS  and  non-CS
frameworks (c). The RR-channels (solid black lines) in three screened conductors with CS frameworks,
LiScAs2O7 (d),  Li3B(PO4)2 (e),  and  Li2Mg2(SO4)3 (f),  are  shown together  with  the  lithium probability
densities from AIMD simulations (red isosurfaces). Isosurfaces are shown in red at P0/100 (d), P0/1000
(e), and P0/1000 (f), where P0 is the maximum value of the probability density. The RR-channels are
shown as connected black edges. The green and white spheres represent occupied and unoccupied
lithium sites, respectively, in each crystal structure.

Here, we define a reduced-repulsion (RR) channel as a percolating channel of Distant Li-sites

(see Methods).  By following the  RR-channel,  Li-ions  minimize the interaction with non-Li

cations and travel through a relatively flat energy landscape. We show in Fig. 5d-f for three

examples  from the  screened  candidates  that  the  RR-channels  match  well  the  actual  Li

diffusion  pathways  obtained  from  AIMD  simulations.  Considering  the  weaker  screening

ability of oxygen anions and the pronounced effect of the arrangement of non-Li cations on

lithium diffusion, RR-channels should play a more critical role in oxide conductors than in

sulfide  conductors.  We also  find  that  the  CS frameworks  are  more  likely  to  form high-

dimensional RR-channels. Figure 5c shows that while over 75% of the CS frameworks have a

3D  RR-channel,  more  than  75%  of  the  non-CS  frameworks  have  lower-dimension  RR-

channels. Materials with low-dimensional diffusion channels, especially 1D, may have limited

macroscopic conductivity because of the detrimental effect of channel-blocking defects41.
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The advantage of CS frameworks can be demonstrated in an exemplary way by taking two

compounds (LiSbP2O7 and LiNbWO6) which can form in both a CS and non-CS polymorph. We

find that while the non-CS frameworks exhibit either poor or non-existing Li-motion in AIMD

simulations,  the  CS  polymorphs  provide  fast  lithium transport  (See  detailed  analysis  in

Supplementary Note 4). We note that, the similar definition of percolating 0-TM channels in

disordered rocksalt cathode materials46 is actually a subset of our definition of RR-channels

here.  When lithium follows an  oct–tet–oct path, as in closed-packed oxides, its migration

energy is the lowest when the intermediate tetrahedral site face-shares with no transition

metals (0-TM channels). 

In addition to the two aforementioned advantages, the flexible nature of the corner-sharing

connectivity  can  promote  Li  migration  by  facilitating  relaxation  of  the  framework  to

accommodate  the  Li-ion  passing  through  the  bottleneck.  As  more  anions  are  shared

between adjacent cation polyhedrons, the flexibility of the framework to relax during a Li-

migration  event  decreases.  While  face-sharing  connectivity  requires  at  least  three

commonly  shared anions,  CS structures  have  at  most  one  common anion  vertex  being

shared  between  adjacent  cation  polyhedrons.  This  loose  restriction  on  the  framework

connectivity provides a large degree of freedom for the framework polyhedrons to relax

(e.g., rotation) and give way for the migrating Li-ion. The rotation of framework polyhedrons

in Li47,48, Na49 and Mg50 ion conductors is an example of the facile relaxation allowed in CS

frameworks. 

Other  oxide  superionic  conductors  with  large  rare-earth  cations  such  as  garnets  and

perovskites do not have CS frameworks because of their large La polyhedrons, but the origin

of their high ionic conductivity can be well understood using similar structural features. The

structure of garnet Li7La3Zr2O12 is built from large 8-coordinated La polyhedrons edge-shared

among themselves, and Zr octahedrons. Throughout the tet–oct–tet channel connecting 24d

and 96h sites, the minimum distance between any lithium site and its nearest Zr or La site in
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a garnet is 2.95 Å (Supplementary Note 5). Although the octahedral (96h) Li site face-shares

with the La polyhedrons,  the distance between them is  3.07 Å,  significantly  larger than

typical face-sharing distances. Therefore, the tet–oct–tet pathways in garnet structures are

indeed RR-channels. Similar argument can be made for perovskites (Supplementary Note 6).

Therefore, although these frameworks form edge / face-sharing connections, the presence of

large La cations in garnet and perovskite creates sufficient space to make the Li pathway a

RR-channel. Furthermore, the Li environment in the off-symmetric A site of perovskite can

be classified as a highly distorted octahedral site with a CSM value of 16.5–17.4. The fact

that the perovskite structure does not provide any regular tetrahedral or octahedral Li site

suggests its high similarity to the CS frameworks.

In  summary,  our  study  highlights  corner-sharing  framework  as  an  important  structural

feature of a large class of lithium superionic conductors. The fast diffusion of lithium in such

CS frameworks is rationalized by the distorted Li site environments these structures create,

and from their low polyhedral density creating well-connected RR-channels, which minimize

electrostatic  repulsion  from  non-Li  cations  as  Li-ions  travel  through  them.  The  strong

predictive power  of  the  CS structural  descriptor  was demonstrated in a  high-throughput

screening,  leading  to  the  discovery  of  10  novel  frameworks  with  high  computed

conductivity.  Among them, LiGa(SeO3)2 was experimentally verified as a novel superionic

conductor  with  low activation  energy.  Our  findings  provide  fundamental  insights  in  the

physical attributes that allow fast lithium conduction and project an exciting direction toward

the accelerated discovery of superionic conductors for all-solid-state batteries.
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Methods

Identifying Li sites in crystal structures

The  algorithm  to  identify  occupied  and  unoccupied  Li  sites  in  a  crystalline  Li  oxide  is

described in Supplementary Fig. 18. A Delaunay tetrahedralization algorithm51 was used on

the O2- anion lattice to generate “T tetrahedral sites” (T sites). For each existing Li ion, a “Li

polyhedral site” (L sites) was constructed by finding its coordinating anions (cutoff distance

≤ 3 Å), and similar for “M polyhedral sites” (M sites) for each non-Li (M) cation. Two sites

were defined to be “in conflict” with each other if their center distance ≤ 1 Å. Next, any T
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sites that were “in conflict” with any M sites were removed, and the remaining T sites were

recursively merged if they were both distorted (Robert/Roux factor ≤ 0.94)52 and too close to

each another (center distance ≤ 1.1 Å). This step produced “candidate polyhedral sites” (P

sites) consisting of the unmerged T sites and also the new sites from merging. Finally, we

designated any P sites that were “in conflict” with any L sites as the occupied Li sites and

the remaining  P sites as the unoccupied  Li  sites.  All  numerical  values were selected to

reproduce  the  known  Li  sites  in  experimentally  identified  structures,  including  garnet,

NASICON,  layered  LiCoO2 and  spinel  LiMn2O4.  In  the  newly  predicted  structures,  stuffed

lithium was inserted in the lowest energy site according to DFT calculations.

Coordination environments in CS and non-CS frameworks

Two CSM values of each Li site were calculated referencing to a perfect tetrahedron and a

perfect  octahedron,  and  denoted  as  CSMtet and  CSMoct,  respectively.  The  site  was  then

assigned  as  a  tetrahedral  site  if  CSMtet was  smaller  than  CSMoct (i.e., the  site  was

geometrically closer to a perfect tetrahedron than to a perfect octahedron) and vice versa

(see  Supplementary  Note  3).  To  remove  the  bias  in  our  dataset  towards  fcc  anion

frameworks  resulting  from extensive  experimental  studies  on  cathode  materials,  all  the

structures were grouped by the geometry of their frameworks using a structural matching

algorithm39. A representative structure was randomly selected from each group. CSM tet and

CSMoct values were averaged over all tetrahedral and octahedral Li sites in the structure,

respectively, to represent the coordination environments in the group. 

Phase stability of compounds with aliovalent dopants

Density  functional  theory  calculations  were  performed  with  the  Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof

(PBE)  generalized  gradient  approximation53 (GGA)  using  the  projector  augmented  wave

(PAW)  method54 as  implemented  in  the  Vienna  ab initio  simulation  package  (VASP)55.  A

mixed scheme of the GGA and GGA+U methods was used  56, and the selection of  k-point

grid  and  energy  cutoff  was  consistent  with  the  computational  settings  in  the  Materials
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Project38. The phase stability of each compound was evaluated by generating the convex

hull formed by the ground-state phases in the chemical space defined by all of the elements

in  the  material  including  the  dopant  species  using  the  pymatgen  software  package39.

Materials above the convex hull are expected to decompose into their nearest phase on the

facet  of  the  convex  hull.  The  energy  above  the  hull  as  well  as  the  dopant  (defect)

incorporation energy were calculated to evaluate the stability of the doped compound.  The

dopant  incorporation  energy was calculated as57:  Ed=E❑doped−E pristine+∑
i

Δni μ❑i where

Edoped and Epristine are the DFT energies of the supercells with and without dopants, μi is the

chemical potential of the element i on the convex hull and ∆ni is the change in the number

of atoms of element i in the supercell to introduce the dopants.

Li site distortion and its effect on Li migration barrier

Bcc anion frameworks with volumes between 10 Å3/O and 35 Å3/O at an interval of 1 Å3/O

were generated covering the typical volume range of the tetrahedral and octahedral Li sites

in the Li  oxides,  as shown in Fig.  3.  To sample various degrees of  distortion  of  lithium

environments, a Bain transformation was applied by elongating the c-axis from c/a = 0.4 to

c/a = 1.7 at an interval of 0.05. Structures with c/a values that are not 1.0 (bcc) or 1.414

(fcc) have body-centered-tetragonal (bct) anion frameworks. EKRA was calculated from the

site  energies  of  T1  site,  T2  or  O1  site,  and  the  planar  triangular  bottleneck  using  DFT

structure  optimization.  The  discrete  results  at  various  distortions  and  volumes  were

interpolated to obtain the EKRA as a function of CSM and volume per polyhedron. Sample

points where the Li placed at the O1 site escapes from the octahedral site after relaxation

were excluded.

Identification of RR-channel

In computing the site ratio β and identifying the RR-channels, we searched for Li sites that

have no non-Li cations within a radius of 1.95 Å. This cutoff distance between a Li site and
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its nearest non-Li cation was chosen to set the boundary between a corner- or edge-sharing

connectivity and a face-sharing connectivity. A typical Li–non-Li cation of a corner- or edge-

sharing connectivity is larger than 1.95 Å whereas that  of a face-sharing connectivity is

smaller  than  1.95  Å.  For  example,  the  distance  between  the  edge-sharing  P  and  Li

polyhedrons is 2.69 Å in LiFePO4, that of a corner-sharing Zr–Li connection is 2.94 Å in LLZO,

and that of a corner-sharing Li–Mn is 3.49 Å in spinel  LiMn2O4.  In contrast,  the distance

between  an  octahedral  site  and  a  face-sharing  activated  tetrahedral  site  in  lithium

disordered rocksalt is 1.79 Å46. We identify RR-channels by connecting nearby lithium sites

within  2.3  Å  and  determine  the  dimensionality  of  the  RR-channels  by  evaluating  their

percolation in the crystal structure

Ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations

AIMD simulations were performed using gamma-point-only sampling of k-space and a plane-

wave  energy  cutoff  of  520  eV.  Spin  polarized  calculations  were  performed  if  magnetic

moment appeared during the DFT total energy calculation. In the short AIMD of Li-stuffed

compounds,  a  background  charge  was  applied  to  retain  the  oxidation  states  of  the

framework  atoms.  For  both  the  short  AIMD  simulation  and  the  fully  converged  AIMD

simulation,  the samples were heated to the target temperature over 2 ps using velocity

scaling, and then were equilibrated at the target temperature for 5 ps in the NVT ensemble

using a Nosé–Hoover thermostat. For the short AIMD, we then performed the simulation for

diffusion in the NVT ensemble for 10 ps. For the fully converged AIMD simulation of the 10

novel superionic conductors, we sampled diffusion events for 100–500 ps per temperature in

the NVT ensemble until the diffusion coefficient converged. For each compound, at least 5

temperatures were simulated for the linear fitting of the Arrhenius relationship. The diffusion

coefficient was evaluated using the mean squared displacement based on the methodology

established  in  previous  works23.  The  lithium ionic  conductivity  was  calculated  from  the

diffusion coefficient based on the Einstein’s relation. No signs of melting at high temperature

were observed. Error analysis was performed based on the empirical relationship between
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the  total  mean  squared  displacement  and  the  relative  standard  deviation  (RSD)  of  the

diffusion coefficient58. In a few cases with insufficient number of hopping events, the lower

limit of the error bar was drawn in light grey arbitrarily down to 1/1000 of the computed

conductivity from the 10-ps AIMD simulation. 

Synthesis   

LiGa(SeO3)2 was synthesized via a solid state method. 0.2096 g lithium carbonate (Li2CO3,

Sigma-Aldrich, 99.99% trace metal basis), 0.5316 g gallium (III) oxide (Ga2O3, Sigma-Aldrich,

>99.99 trace metal basis) and 1.2588 g selenium dioxide (SeO2, Sigma-Aldrich, >99.9 trace

metal basis) were mixed in the appropriate stoichiometric ratio. The mixtures were hand

ground in an agate mortar for 15 mins and transferred into a zirconium oxide ball mill jar

together with 2 large zirconium oxide balls (10 mm in diameter) and 25 small zirconium

oxide balls (5 mm in diameter). The mixture was then ball milled (SpexSamplePrep 8000M)

for 1 hours. After ball milling, the mixture was pressed into pellets of 6.0 mm in diameter

under  a  pressure  of  2.0  metric  tons  for  4  mins.  The  pellets  were  put  into  an  alumina

combustion boat and calcined at 310oC for 48 hours under argon flow to obtain LiGa(SeO3)2.

All the experimental procedures are carried out in an argon atmosphere with <0.1 ppm of O2

and H2O.

Electrochemical characterization

The Li-ion conductivity was evaluated using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)

with Indium metal as blocking electrodes at temperature ranging from -20oC to 80oC. As-

synthesized LiGa(SeO3)2 is sintered to a ~1-mm-thick pellet with a diameter of 12.7 mm via

Spark Plasma Sintering (Thermal Technology LLC, Model DCS25). LiCl (3 wt.%) is used as a

sintering additive. During the sintering, the powder was uniaxially compressed using a WC-

6% Co press die under a pressure of 160 MPa at 300oC. The as-obtained pellet was then

sandwiched  between  two  Indium  films  and  transferred  into  Bio-Logic  leak-tight  sample

holders (CESH) for EIS measurements. EIS measurements were performed using an EC-Lab
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Electrochemistry, SP300, Bio-Logic. The measurements were conducted at the initial open-

circuit voltage in the frequency range of 7 MHz to 100 mHz with the application of a 10-mV

signal amplitude. A Bio-Logic intermediate temperature system (ITS) was used to control the

temperature of the sample holder. The electronic conductivity was evaluated using direct

current (DC) polarization test. A 20 mV DC voltage was applied on the In/LiGa(SeO3)2/In cell.

Structural characterization

Powder  XRD data  was  collected using  a  Rigaku  MiniFlex  600  diffractometer  with  Cu  K

radiation. SEM images were obtained on a Zeiss Gemini Ultra-55 analytical field-emission

scanning  electron  microscope  at  the  Molecular  Foundry  at  Lawrence  Berkeley  National

Laboratory (LBNL).
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